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Summary

The concepts of chirality and spin are constantly encountered in our everyday life,
and at the same time, they are related to the most fundamental aspects of nature.
Chirality is the geometrical property of a stationary object that makes it distinguish-
able from its own mirror image. A pair of chiral enantiomers is analogous to a pair
of hands — they are mirror images of each other but cannot be made to exactly over-
lap — and they are often referred to using the corresponding handedness. Spin is
a quantum mechanical concept that relates to the magnetic property of electrons. It
can be envisioned as the rotational motion of an electron around its own axis, and
the orientation of this axis can be controlled magnetically.

Chiral molecules are the foundation of life. Nearly all naturally occurring and
biologically active molecules are chiral and exist in only one enantiomeric form. For
example, the DNA double helix that encodes genetic information for all living or-
ganisms are uniformly right-handed, all the natural sugars are also right-handed,
and 19 out of the 20 natural amino acids are left-handed (the other one is not chiral).
Electronic spin is the origin of ferromagnetism, which has enabled a broad range
of applications from compass needles to computer hard drives. Today, as the con-
ventional silicon-based electronics technologies are approaching fundamental limits,
scientists are looking into new alternatives that use the electronic spin not only to
store digital information, but also to process it — a field known as spintronics.

On a fundamental level, chirality and spin both manifest nature’s most elemen-
tary symmetries, or rather, the lack thereof. Chirality relates to the broken symmetry
of space, as it makes it possible to distinguish between left and right (handednesses),
while spin relates to the broken symmetry of time, since it allows to differentiate
between opposite directions of motion (clockwise vs. counterclockwise rotations).
Opposite chiral enantiomers are interconverted by space-inversion, while opposite
spin orientations are interconverted by time-reversal.

The significance of chirality and spin have long been recognized, but in separate
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fields and mostly for unrelated applications. This has been changed by the discovery
of the chirality-induced spin selectivity (CISS) effect. It describes that, as electrons
pass through a chiral (helical) structure (molecule), a spin polarization (imbalance
between opposite spin orientations) arises. If the chiral molecule is replaced by its
opposite enantiomer, the preferred spin orientation also reverses. CISS has attracted
increasing research attention thanks to its direct relevance to fundamental symme-
tries of nature and applications in fields across physics, chemistry, and biology. How-
ever, 20 years after its discovery, the microscopic origin of CISS remains a mystery,
and detailed understanding of key experimental results is still lacking.

There are various types of experiments designed to demonstrate CISS, and many
of them involve the thermodynamic transport of electrons. These experiments usu-
ally make use of micrometer- or even nanometer-scale electronic devices comprising
a chiral (molecular) component, electrical contacts, and often a ferromagnet (FM)
to control or detect the spins. By driving a charge current through such devices and
measuring the subsequent voltage drop, one obtains the resistance for electron trans-
port. This resistance is often reported to change when the magnetization direction of
the FM is flipped, generating a magnetoresistance (MR) signal.

The MR signal is characteristic for spintronic devices since it reveals information
about coupled charge and spin transport, and it is key to the understanding of exper-
imental results related to CISS. The first part of this thesis focuses on this MR signal
in spintronic devices used in CISS experiments, and explains theoretically when and
how the MR can arise, and what it can tell us about the CISS effect.

Understanding the signal

Although the microscopic mechanism of CISS remains largely unclear, we can never-
theless turn to fundamental laws that govern electron transport for insights into the
MR signal. In particular, we look at the Onsager reciprocity, which describes symme-
try relations between coupled thermodynamic processes. In an electronic/spintronic
device, when the roles of voltage and current probes are interchanged, and at the
same time all magnetic fields and magnetizations are reversed, the Onsager reci-
procity requires that the measured resistance must remain the same in the linear
response regime (at sufficiently low bias). This robust fundamental symmetry re-
quirement directly implies that in electronic devices that are usually used for CISS
experiments, where a single FM and chiral component are connected in series be-
tween two electrodes (two-terminal, 2T), the MR signal must remain zero in the lin-
ear response regime.

Starting from this, we introduce an electron-transmission model to describe chi-
ral molecules in electronic devices as generic circuit components where electrons
can either transmit through or be reflected back. CISS then implies that the elec-
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tron transmission probabilities must be spin-dependent. This generic and concep-
tual description, when combined with Onsager reciprocity and time-reversal sym-
metry, immediately reveals that there must be certain dephasing mechanisms for the
transmitted electrons, and there must be a spin-flip process for electrons reflected off
the chiral component. This understanding allows us to use elementary spin-space
electron transmission and reflection matrices to describe a chiral component, and to
analyze signals generated by it when placed into an electronic device together with
other (possibly magnetic) components. This also provides a framework for analyz-
ing whether CISS can generate signals in more complex electronic devices (e.g. with
multiple FMs or chiral components, or with more than two electrodes), and if so,
how such signals depend on the spin-polarizing strength of the chiral component.

Next, we extend this rather microscopic picture of electron transmission and re-
flection to a more macroscopic one of thermodynamic driving forces and responses.
Here the driving forces are charge and spin electrochemical potential differences,
and the responses are charge and spin currents. With this, the descriptions of a chi-
ral (nonmagnetic) component and an (achiral) magnetic components can be unified
using a transport matrix formalism, where the former is described by a symmetric
transport matrix, and the latter by an asymmetric one. The symmetry of these trans-
port matrices is directly imposed by Onsager reciprocity. This description reveals in
detail why the MR signal cannot arise in 2T devices with one chiral component and
one FM in the linear response regime. It is a result of the exact compensation of two
simultaneous processes: first, spin injection by the chiral component and spin detec-
tion by the FM, and second, spin injection by the FM and spin detection by the chiral
component. This result then suggests a way to induce the desired MR signal — by
breaking the symmetry between these two processes in the nonlinear regime, which
can happen when the transport is energy-dependent and is subject to energy relax-
ation. We demonstrate the emergence of MR due to this mechanism using examples
of energy-dependent quantum tunneling and energy-dependent resonant transmis-
sion through molecular orbitals, and we indeed can largely reproduce experimen-
tally observed current-voltage characteristics. Furthermore, this understanding of
nonlinear MR enables us to identify key factors that codetermine the sign of the MR
signal, which include bias direction, charge carrier type, and the chirality.

Based on this understanding of spintronic signals in electronic devices that con-
tain chiral components, we propose new device geometries that can better separate
CISS-related signals from other (mostly charge) signals, and can do so even in the lin-
ear response regime. These include multiterminal nonlocal geometries where charge
and spin signals are spatially separated, and novel magnet-free 2T geometries that
uses solely chiral components for spin injection and detection. This therefore pro-
vides operation principles and design guidelines for future CISS experiments using
electronic devices.
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To obtain a more quantitative understanding, we introduce a circuit model ap-
proach that uses elementary circuit analysis to relate experimentally observed charge
signals to possible spin-dependent processes within an electronic device. To illus-
trate this approach, we analyze an experimental geometry that was earlier used to
demonstrate CISS in a bio-organic photosynthetic protein complex, photosystem I
(PSI). Our results conclude that the signals observed in that experiment cannot be in-
terpreted as fully due to the CISS effect that causes spin-polarized photo-excitations
inside PSI complexes.

Experimental explorations

The second part of this thesis shows results of two distinct experiments where we
incorporate chiral materials into electronic devices. The first experiment uses a chi-
ral solid-state van-der-Waals (vdW) semiconductor, tellurene. It is a thin-flake sin-
gle crystal, and each flake consists of parallel-aligned, vdW-bound one-dimensional
helical chains of tellurium atoms. With this material, we fabricate mesoscopic elec-
tronic devices using nano-fabrication technologies, and we measure the anisotropic
electron transport properties of this material using a lock-in technique that can sep-
arately address linear and nonlinear responses. We observe a strong in-plane aniso-
tropy for the linear electrical conduction in this material, and we identify a signature
that may relate to the chirality of the material. At the same time, we also observe
an anisotropic temperature dependence of this linear conductance and a nonrecip-
rocal electrical conduction (exhibited as second-order response), which is linked to
the lack of inversion symmetry of the chiral tellurene material. These results provide
insight into the electron transport within this material, and help with the design and
understanding of more complex electronic/spintronic device geometries involving
tellurene.

In the second experiment, we develop a technique that uses an engineered chain
of amino acids (peptides) to immobilize the chiral bio-organic photosynthetic pro-
tein complex PSI onto a single layer of carbon atoms (graphene). We electrically con-
tact the PSI units with a few-nanometer-scale conductive probe, and drive electron
transport through the PSI-peptide-graphene junction. We use a random-positioning
approach to statistically analyze results obtained on a large number of PSI units, and
discover that the introduction of peptide significantly enhances the electrical conduc-
tion through the junction, and at the same time introduces a rectified (asymmetric)
current-voltage profile. This conduction and rectification can further be tuned me-
chanically by applying a force on PSI using the conductive probe. These results shed
light on possibilities of using complex bio-organic materials for electronic applica-
tions.
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All in all, this thesis combines theoretical and experimental work to gain new
understanding of the rich physics introduced by chirality and spin in electronic de-
vices. The results presented here pave the way for future developments that employ
these two elementary concepts for electronic/spintronic applications.
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Samenvatting

In ons dagelijks leven worden we voortdurend geconfronteerd met de concepten
chiraliteit en spin, tegelijkertijd zijn zij verwant aan de fundamenteelste aspecten
der natuur. Chiraliteit is de geometrische eigenschap van een vast object die het
te onderscheiden maakt van zijn spiegelbeeld. Een paar chirale enantiomeren is te
vergelijken met een paar handen – zij zijn elkaars spiegelbeeld, maar kunnen niet
zo worden gevormd dat zij exact overlappen – en vaak wordt naar hen verwezen
als links- of rechtshandig. Spin is een kwantummechanisch concept dat betrekking
heeft op de magnetische eigenschappen van een elektron. Het kan worden gezien
als de roterende beweging van een elektron om zijn eigen as waarbij de richting van
de as magnetische kan worden bepaald.

Chirale moleculen zijn de fundamenten van het leven. Bijna alle natuurlijk voor-
komende en biologisch actieve moleculen zijn chiraal en bestaan alleen maar in één
enantiomerische vorm. De DNA dubbele helix waarin voor alle levende organis-
men de genetische informatie in gecodeerd is, is rechtshandig, ook alle natuurlijke
suikers zijn rechtshandig en 19 van de 20 natuurlijke aminozuren zijn linkshandig
(de overige is niet chiraal). Elektron spin is de oorsprong van ferromagnetisme, dat
een brede reeks aan toepassingen, van kompas naalden tot harde schijven van een
computer, vindt. Hedentendage, terwijl de traditionele, op silicium gebaseerde elek-
tronica technologie haar fundamentele grenzen nadert, onderzoeken wetenschap-
pers nieuwe alternatieven die de elektron spin niet louter voor het opslaan van dig-
itale informatie benutten, maar ook voor het verwerken ervan – een discipline beter
bekend als spintronica.

Fundamenteel gezien manifesteren zowel chiraliteit als spin de elementairste
symmetrieën der natuur, of beter gezegd, het gebrek eraan. Chiraliteit toont de sym-
metriebreking van ruimte, daar het mogelijk maakt te onderscheiden tussen links- en
rechts(handigheid). Onderwijl toont spin de symmetriebreking van tijd, aangezien
deze het mogelijk maakt het verschil tussen tegenovergestelde bewegingsrichtingen
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